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The 10 Mantra’s of successful S/4HANA Conversions Approaches, Experiences, Tips and Tricks to Deliver
Low Friction S/4HANA Conversions.
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Nearly 5 years on from its initial launch S/4HANA is still
causing confusion within the SAP Customer Base. Can we
upgrade? Do we have to re-implement? Do we have to go
to the Cloud? These are just a few of the questions that we
hear over and over again.
In this session Richard and Andy will outline the reasons
why a system conversion should be the most appealing
route to S/4HANA for the majority of existing SAP
Customers. They will share 10 Mantra’s that all customers
should focus on when considering their next steps. They will
draw on real world experience gained by the itelligence
Consulting and Managed Services Teams delivering 250+
S/4HANA Projects globally. The objective is to understand
how you can plot a course to S/4HANA adoption with the
minimum level of unplanned disruption. You can expect to
hear a range of tips and tricks, both functional and technical
that can be leveraged to help you with your own S/4HANA
journey.
14:20

Journey to S/4 and Beyond
If it hasn’t already started, then your journey to S/4 should
start today. Learn how making the right choices now can
help you maximise the ROI of your S/4 investment – and
the potential to innovate using new technologies, such as
AI, IoT, Process Automation, Machine Learning and
chatbots, that the move to S/4 opens up.
The session will cover how to take the steps in the S/4
journey – including a fresh look at the innovation landscape
that exists beyond the initial move to S/4. Starting with
understanding how to choose the right approach greenfield or brownfield – the session then covers some of
the common preparation activities, including what should
you Stop doing; what should you Start doing, and what is
OK to Continue doing, in the lead up to the move. We will
then discuss changes introduced by S/4 and common S/4
innovations that will transform business processes.
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The session ends with a discussion of the innovation
potential a move to S/4 unlocks.

15:30

The Key Benefits of SAC – a customers experience.
Patricia O’Herlihy, Head of Finance for Client Solutions will
be presenting the key benefits of SAP Analytics Cloud. The
audience will understand from a CFO perspective how SAC
allows access to real-time data, simplifies the creation of a
financial dashboard and enhances visualisation.
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